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12 Ultimate Secrets To Create The Best Dry Bulk Trucking
Company

So, you want to start a trucking company? And now you are asking yourself- what are the right
steps to make? Well, sincerely speaking, starting a trucking business on your own can be a
tricky thing, and a hard thing to do at the same time.
The process of incorporating a trucking company takes a little bit of time, but if you are patient
enough, you will get amazing rewards.
In that direction, I have dedicated this article to the people that are planning to start a trucking
company. I have summed up all my knowledge about trucking company incorporation in 12
secret steps. And not only that, you will have the chance to read few additional tips for creating,
and maintaining a successful trucking company.
Are you curious enough now? Let’s take a look and learn few steps!

1. Name and Entity Creation
When incorporating a trucking company, one of the biggest and hardest decisions is to pick a
name. And why is that so? Because you want your company name to be bold and easily
remembered. Never forget that, what people will think straight away when in need of a load
transportation is your company’s name.

Source: www.aspcodder.blogspot.sg

No matter if you incorporate your trucking company as a corporation, association, or
proprietorship; you will still have to pay attention to the legal standing in the eyes of the law.
Therefore, do you know what a legal entity is? It is any kind of company that is following the
rules and laws. More precisely, a legal entity has the needed capacity to set contracts, as well
as to incur and pay debts.
So, when incorporating a trucking company, it is a “must”to pick a suitable name, as well as to
create your company as an entity.

2. Federal Authority
If a trucking company doesn’t have a federal authority, it won’t be able to function at all.
Trucking companies can get federal authority from the Federal Motor Carrier Safety
Administration. Hence, the authority can be specified as "MC," "FF," or "MX" number. Which
one of these numbers you will get, depends on the type of the authority.
Moreover, the federal authority, or better said operating authority shows what load types a
trucking company is allowed to transport.

Source: www.toolkit.climate.gov

So, the operating authority also depends from the level of insurance that the trucking company
has (the level of insurance that FMCSA requires). You will have to be careful when selecting a
relevant authority.

3. File Incorporation Documents With Your State

When incorporating a company you must file documents within the state of incorporation, that is
to say- with your state. The file incorporation documents should contain a verification that your
company has filed Articles of Organization altogether with the Secretary of the States (SOS).
In addition, you shall have verification from the SOS site and this verification will indicate that
the documents for incorporation are accepted.

Source: www.servicetransport.com

Later-on, what else you should do - is to get a driver’s license or a non-driver identification card.
Yet, you must remember that the name of your company has to be identical with the one that
you’ve already filed with the SOS (the one that appears in IRS 1099 Form).

4. Get The Best Trucks And Equipment
Equipment types as well as the commodity are the very first things that you will think about
when planning to establish and incorporate a trucking company.
We all know that the quality of the load transportation services depend in a great measure by
the trucks, equipment, and truck drivers.
If we take a closer look at how things are developing in the trucking industry, we can see crystal
clear that if you want to hire the best truck drivers, you will have to provide them not only with a
good benefits package, but as well as with quality trucks. Quality and durable trucks can mean
only one important thing: SAFETY!

Source: www.pinterest.com
One of the best trucks that I would like to recommend to you are the following ones:

1. Freightliner;
2. Kenworth;
3. Peterbilt;
4. Volvo;

5. Insurance And Bonding
The trucking industry as a leading industry in USA imposes strict insurance requirements. That
is so because the main duty of trucking companies is to transport goods, and by that to serve all
other industries. Straight proportionally to those trucking companies should understand their
insurance responsibilities.

Source: www.vwgouldagency.com

Nowadays, the trucking company insurance is made easier thanks to the U.S. Department of
Labor’s Occupational Safety and Health Administration. The help therefore comes in a form of
compliance assistance to trucking companies.
First and foremost, the bonds that trucking companies are giving, represent “a promise” that
they are going to remain loyal, and fulfill their obligations. When a trucking company is bonded it
is providing assurance to its clients that if a loss happens, their policy is going to cover
everything.
So, if you want to attract customers, then you shall know that insurance policies are one of the
first details that they pay attention to.

6. Licensing The Tractors And Trailers
When incorporating a trucking company, you should know that the most important step is to
license the tractors and trailers.

Source: www.propertycasualty360.com

Thereupon, I want to make this step easier for you, and in that direction I’ll provide you with the
following step by step instructions:

1. First of all you will have to complete all information about the tractor or trailer;
2. Proof of insurance form from an insurance provider in your state;
3. If you have bought used truck or trailer, then you shall have the original vehicle permit
from the seller;
4. If the vehicle has already a license plate, then you shall have the plate portion of the
permit;

7. BOC-3 Filing
The BOC-3 is a federal filing that has been issued by the U.S., this filling mainly affects the
people and companies that are engaged in the trucking industry.
Moreover, the BOC-3 form can be only filed by a process agent. Still the role of the process
agent is to represent the carrier.
What this form must include? Let’s start with the single completed form that should be on file,
later on that form must provide information about all states that the designation is mainly
including.

Source: www.equipmyfinance.com

You should get well informed about the BOC-3 form. The most important things that you should
know are that the signed copy should be filed in each state where the operation is taking place.
As a transportation provider you shall always retain one copy for yourself.

8. IFTA License
In addition, IFTA License is also essential step that every trucking company shall go through
when incorporation takes place. Moreover, the International Fuel Tax Agreement represents
mutual agreement of all 48 U.S. States. Thanks to this agreement the reporting of fuel use is
simplified.

Source: www.ifta.org

Thereupon, when you get IFTA license, you will also receive two decals for each of your trucks
that are qualified. So, after you register your trucking company and get an IFTA license you will
have to file a quarterly fuel tax report.

9. Federal Heavy Highway Use Tax
While doing your plans of trucking company incorporation, the federal heavy highway tax must
have spring to your mind. In other words, the HVUT exemplifies a fee that every heavy duty
truck that operates on the highways needs to pay (that is to say, the trucking companies must
pay this tax for each of their trucks).
More precisely, trucking companies must pay this tax for every vehicle that is exceeding 55.000
pounds.

Source: www.communitytaxsvc.com

Henceforth, if you’ve been asking yourself, the minimum HVUT is $100, whereas the maximum
is $550 annually. So if you want to create a successful trucking company you should be
prepared for the Federal Heavy Highway Use Tax.

10. Fuel Optimizer
Creating a successful trucking company is not easy thing to do; there are many things that
should be seriously taken into consideration. Part of those important things that should be taken
into consideration is the fuel purchase problem that almost all trucking companies have.

Source: www.cbw.ge

So, speaking of these problems, I would like to suggest you to get fuel optimization systems and
tools, straight away you incorporate your company. Thanks to the Fuel Optimization tools, you
and your truck drivers will be able to identify the fuel differences.
In fact, I would like to suggest you the Fuel Optimizer that was developed by Fueloyal. This
optimizer can save you monthly up to $300 per truck.

11. Design A Benefits Package That Is Attractive To Your Employees
Yet, one more thing that you will have to pay attention to is the benefits package for your
employees. The benefits package should be attractive to them; in order to make it like that you
will have to include the following things:

1. Health Insurance- One of the most common option for health insurance is the Health
Maintenance Organizations;

2. Perks and bonuses;
3. Meal breaks;
4. Pay raise;
5. Paid vacation;

Source: www.inancialengines.com

You get to choose what kind of benefits package you are going to prepare for your employees,
but all in all you should take care of innovative programs that will be the best for offering a safer
work environment.
Make sure that the benefits package that your company is going to provide to your truck drivers
will provide them a smooth transition in a happy retirement.

12. Consistent Cash Flow: Manage Your Finances Frugally
Short on cash? Yes that can happen to your company, it is not something impossible. But you
can prevent that by managing your finances frugally.
Here are few simple steps how you can manage a consistent cash flow:

1. Always have a setback reserve that can cover slow times;
2. Assure a drawn loan from some financial institution;
3. Make a contract with some factoring company that can purchase your invoices;
If you are creating a small trucking company then you shall pay attention to this secret step,
because it is the small businesses that most frequently experience a short-cash.

Additional Tips For Creating and Maintaining Successful Trucking Company
1. Get The Best Customers

Getting new and more importantly getting loyal customers is a real challenge in the trucking
business. Bidding rock bottom prices, can lead you to customers. But what you should
remember is that the long boards' cannot be seen as a promise and security for attracting
customers.
Moreover, you can get new customers by:

1. Creating a lead list/potential clients;
2. Get in touch with potential customers via e-mail or phone call;
This way you will be in the position of building your own customer list. It is a hard process, but
be sure that it is worth it!

2. Know Your Expenses: Bid Well
Bidding well can mean success and money flow for your company. Know your expenses, that is
to say know how much money you are giving for the maintenance of your fleet, including the
truck repairs, as well as trailer payments. More precisely know the exact costs that your work
brings.

Source: www.expressfreightfinance.com

Always pay attention when bidding for a load, pay attention and make your bids to be low
enough, so that you will be able to make enough profit.
3. Run The Back Office Efficiently
No matter what people say, the back office still stays the core of the trucking business. First of
all, you will have to determine how would you like your office to function. A successful back
office shall manage all the carrier’s procedures, starting from the pickup, the process of
transportation, up to the delivery.

Source: www.itlnow.com

Also, the back office is responsible for the GPS technology and tracking of the trucks.
Thereupon, from the back office can trace everything starting from the speed of the truck, up to
the ETA, that is to say the estimated time of arrival.
Developing a “business owner” mentality is more than welcome!
4. Avoid Cash Flow Problems: Use Freight Factoring
Even the best trucking companies in USA have at some point experienced cash flow problems.
The cash flow problems mainly happen as a result of the net-40 and net-60 day terms that more
and more shippers turn into practice.
Henceforth, the best decision in these kinds of situations is the freight factoring.

Source: www.mobile-cuisine.com

In general, the freight factoring is considered to be the best cash-flow solution for trucking
companies. Thanks to the freight, or invoice factoring, many companies have experienced
growth of their operations.
The freight factoring or invoice factoring is actually working in the manner of selling invoices of
trucking companies in exchange for immediate payment. Now you see why freight factoring is a
great option for you!
5. Know Your Trucking Success Formula
In the trucking business the real success formula is to get more loads and to drive more miles.
Straight proportionally to the miles driven, you will put more and more money in your pocket.

Source: www.heartlandexpress.com

Still at the end of the day, some people do not measure their success by the money they make.
Instead, success can also be defined by the number of loyal customers that speaks volumes
about the work of your trucking company.
I know, it is hard to make a map, especially a map with a destination point, when you can't even
predict the final destination.

Conclusion
All in all, incorporating a trucking company is not an easy thing to do. If you want to incorporate
a trucking company that will succeed in the U.S. trucking industry, then as its leader you shall
show dedication, as well as continual improvements.
Yet, some people tend to say that the process of incorporation is hard, but what is way harder is
to maintain a good reputation over the years, to keep and improve the quality of work and
services.
I sincerely hope that you will find this article useful on your way of incorporating a trucking
company. Wish you a good luck!

